Panel data methods with time invariant covariates were used to estimate patient costs over each 90 day period. The costs for each individual in the CALIBER data set were calculated and partitioned into equal time periods, with the length of each period matching the 90 days cycle length of the model, to create a longitudinal data set of costs. Panel data estimates based on linear regression were then applied to estimate the costs for use in the model. Using these methods both an underlying background cost as well as an event specific cost for the events (captured using a dummy variable in the time period in which the event occurred) were calculated. Costs were adjusted based on important patient risk factors and comorbidities to allow for the appropriate capturing of heterogeneity within the model. Aggregate costs were also estimated using the generalised linear model using a log link function to compare with the results generated from the linear model. Both methods gave similar results reassuring us that the linear model was appropriate to use for estimating costs for use in the model.
Total Costs Mean Estimates
 fatalCVD  fatalNONCVD  firsteventMI  MIdiabetes  firsteventMI2  MIdiabetes2  firsteventMI3  MIdiabetes3  firsteventMI4  2008  2240  5028  776  1282  1100  675  785  692   MIdiabetes4  feMI  feMIdiabetes  firsteventStroke_I  firsteventStroke_I2  firsteventStroke_I3  firsteventStroke_I4  feSTROKE_I  firsteventStroke_H  550  521  369  6215  1239  795  654  564  7011   firsteventStroke_H2  firsteventStroke_H3  firsteventStroke_H4  feSTROKE_H  age0  timeperiod  diabetes  hist_liver  hist_hf  1767  947  751  927  7  10  338  530  364   hist_af  hist_pad  hist_copd  hist_cancer  hist_renal  sex  CHD  NSTEMI  STEMI  186  327  231  331 
